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and allowed to remain until it has acquired the desired the power of the latter for uniting themselves being! THE BATHS OF ISCHIA). OF VOLTAGGIO 
density. It is well to place it tinally in a solution of greater than the adherence with the liquid atmo- AND OF CAScIANA. 
hypo. Other organic developers, in plain solutions or sphere. ConsequentlYl._the silver particles unite to By BENJAMIN D HOWARD M D F R C S Edin mixed with sodium acetate, may be substituted for the 

I 
form larger particles.-.l:lermann Schnauss, Br. Jour. . ,  . ., . . . . . 

above hydroquinone developer. The intensification .--------- LARGE as is the number of English-speaking- resi-
which may be obtained by this method is said not to dents in Italy, most of those I have met seem to be 
lJ� as considerable as with bromide of copper and silver A NEW PHOTOMETER. unfamiliar with the resources within easy reach of its 
nitrate. IN the library of the Royal Institution Sir David principal cities for passing a cool summer. Still larger 

5. Intensifying Fixed Prints.-According to the Salomons, Bart., recently exhibited a new portable appears to be the number of them unfamiliar with the 
same principle as described sub 4, also fixed prints on photometer, all the metal work in which. is of alumi- excellent mineral ba�hs in Italy of alm?st ev.ery -.:ariety 
various printing-out papers may be intensified after num for the sake of lightness. The Engweer says: It and temperature SUItable to the varIous mvalIds re
fixing by physical development. It makes no differ- is furnished with an aluminum tripod stand, but the 

I 
quiring them. Some of these, I need not say, had high 

ence whether they have been toned or not; but it is, photometer is lifted from the tripod when it is used. reputation in classic times, which in �ertain instances 
of course� necessary to wash them previously very Fig. 1 is a perspective view of the instrument. On the I has continued and in others has declmed. My recent 
thoroughlY, since the least trace of hypo in the film right is a lamp with its tube for carrying a standard experience and observation in connection with the 
causes yellow fog. The following experiment has been candle, also a chimney and screening tube set in gim- ! baths of Ischia, of Voltagg-io and of Casciana were in the 
made by Herr Liesegang. bals, the whole connected by an arm with one tube order I mention them. The time spent at Ischia was 

A finished print on aristotype paper was placed in an of a binocular arrangement in which is the optical short, at Voltaggio it was longer, and at Casciana the 
aqueous solution of hydroquinone, citric acid, and llil- part of the appliance. The tube of the binocular near- longest, and my remarks upon them, their administra-
vernitrate�. The proportions of these substances are of tion and surroundings, I make of different lengths in 
no importance; however, a sufficient quantity of acid I the same proportion. In no instance do I intend to do 
should be present, to prevent the reaction between the more than to give items from personal observation, 
hydroquinone and the silver salt. At first no intensi- which may supplement statistics to be found in cyclo-
fication of the print took place, on account of the fact predias and which may be of practical use to such per-
that no precipitate of silver was produced in the sons as may be. or may become, inclined to visit one 
liquid; but, as soon as a few drops of ammonia were or other of the baths mentioned. 
added. so as to render the bath just neutral, a slight 1'he Baths of lschia.-'l'hese baths are at Casamiciola, 
precipitate of silver wall formed, and, at the same time at the farthest landing place of that island and one to 
intensification of the image took place. If the latter which a steamboat goes from Naples every afternoon 
was not sufficient, a few dropll more of ammonia were in a little over two hours. This place is very attractive 
added. In this way the prints may be strengthened to lovers of the picturesque and is full of tragic inter-
to any degree. For hydroquinone all the other silver est, two houses out of every three being in ruins 
intensifiers may be substituted. It is necessary that exactly as they were ten minutes after the famous 
previously to the above treatment the prints, especial- earthquake which a few years ago turned the principal 
ly those on gelatine emulsion papers, should be well hotel, while a grand ball was in progressJ into a mixed 
soaked in water, in order to prevent the silver deposit mass of disjointed masonry and crushea corpses. As 
adhering to the film. In adding the liquid ammonia, all the houses there were of large stonework and the 
care should be taken that it does not drop directly on majority of the inhabitants were in bed, about 5,0000f 
the print, because it would otherwise produce yellow them were crushed to death and never saw the light of 
spots. the next day, which was the Sabbath. There are a num-

6. The Application of Physical IJevelopment to Va- ber of new small hotels now. The bathing establish-
rious Other Surfaces.-From the experiment described ment is in a little valley, which is unfortunately about 
sub 5, it will be seen that not only the silver molecules a mile inland, where the liying accommodations are not 
have the property to attract the nascent silver of the commendable. The mineral water is so hot that a 
developing lIquid, for in the case of a toned and fixed cold water tap is always placed side by side with the 
print, which therefore contains no more silver haloid, mineral spring tap to enable one to moderate the min-
the gold has the same function as the silver. In like eral water to a bearable or agreeable t('mperature. I 
manner, in a freshly prepared mixture of silver nitrate think this mineral water is the hottest in Italy, the 
with a suitable developer a purely physical intensifica- hottest indeed that 1 have anywhere encountered ex-
tion will take place - cept in one part of Japan. The bathing establish-

(a.) Of finished chloride of silver positives in which ment, like almost every other building in use now, is 
gold, platinum, osmium, iridium, and other precious new and only getting into good working order; its ar-
metals have been substituted for silver. rangement is sufficiently good to be tolerated by those 

(b.) Of finished platinotype prints, carbon prints, who believe in the virtue of the waters. These baths, 
Woodburytypes, of prints obtained by the powder as might be supposed, are frequented chiefly by inva-
process, and of similar prints, provided that no greasy . . . h bl lids with chronic rheumatic and gouty affections, dis-
substance has been employed in combination with the est the candle ha:s a �eflectmg prlsl� upon It, t e ack- ease of the kidneys and certain forms of skin disease. 
pigment, as in collotypes, letterpress prints, etc. ened back of whICh IS represented �n the cut. At the I A great inconvenience in connection with the baths is 

(c.) On g-lass, celluloid, ebonite, and on several other nearest en� of the tu� to t�e left IS an opal scre�m. I that most of the patients have to travel a mile or more 
substances the silver is deposited, if they have previous- The long lmk em.bracmg thIS tu �e an� connected WIth when returning from their hot bath as well as going to 
ly been freed from the gas or water atmosphere con- the o�her OI�e gIves an automatIC adJustment to the it, the bathing establishment being that distance from 
densed on them. reflectm� prIsm and c�ndle a�m. . any neighborhood that can be called residential. But 

7. Intensifying Finished Platinotypes. - As men- In eac of the tubes t�o NIcol �rlsms are mount�d, for this drawback these baths for the affections above 
tioned above, sub 6 b, finished platinum prints may be arranged as usual, .but. mstead 0 the . analyzer bemg referred to ought to be exceptionally beneficial. For 
successfully intensified by the application of physical revolvedl the polarIzer I� capable of bemg turned. In two weeks before the earthquake before mentioned 
development. The print, after being wetted with wa- use the lIght under test IS made t? fall upon the .ohal these waters gradua)]y became hot beyond precedent, 
ter, is placed in a mixture of - screen at the end of .one �ub�, whIle a standard lIg t, and in consequence of predictions based upon this fact 

Aristogen (see above, sub 4). . . .. . . . 10 parts. 
Citric acid (2 per cent. solution), . . . 5 :: Water ....... ...................... 150 

reflected by the prISm,. IS . VIewed through the other large numbers of visitors intended to leave the island tube. The opal screen IS SImply for foc�smg pu�poses, on the Monday following the Saturday night when and can then b!l remo�ed. When USI�g the }nstrl?-- everybody at the grand ball of the season was crushed ment, th(' J?OlarlZer, wh}ch faces the brIghter lIght, IS and mutilated almost beyond recognition. turned untIl the two hghts appear to be equal, the Th B th ,p v: It . -V It . .  ted t positions of the two polarizers are then read off by e a .s oJ . 0 agf/to. ? aggJO IS resor 0 as 
to which, just before use, ten parts of a five per cent. f t 1 th ' t t d th d' much for ItS, clImate as for Its baths. From Genoa 
nitrate solution have been added After a few min- means 0 wo sca es on e m.s rUllle� , an e IS- this place is reached by a steadily ascending railroad 
utes finely divided metallic silver will be precipitated tanc�s o� the �wo sources of . light .bemg kn�wn, the ride of an hour and a half and a carriage ride of about 
in the liquid, which, however, does not alter the quali- relatIve �ntenslty of the two hghts IS ascertamed by forty minutes-in all. within two hours. Thus in mid
ties of the bath. The platinotype will very soon gain cal�ulatJOn. . summer one may be at Genoa in a temperature of 95° 
in density, and at the same time it turns intensely . Fig. 2 shows the arra�gement of �he bmocular por- or more, say at four o'clock in the afternoon, and dine 
brownish-red, the whites remaining perfectly clear. tJOn of the photometer dI.agramll!atlCally. 

I 
and sleep at Voltaggio in a temperature as low as 65°, 

The precipitate of the bath will adhere to the paper The photometer packs mto a sling cas� barel.y larger though the actual distance between the two places is 
only in cases where the print has not previously been than those used for field glasses, and SIr DIl;Vld Salo-

I less than forty miles. The baths at this place are of a 
moistened with water. Afterward the print is trp.ated m?n� says that some of the advantages .d�rlved from totally different type from those of Casamiciola. The 
either with hypo or with any combined toning and thIS mstr�ment may be �tated as follows . . Very pow- basis of the establishment there is a particularly 
fixing bath. In fixing, the brownish-red tone of the erful arc lI�hts may easJly be compat:ed WIth one an- cold, bright and clear mountain spring and the estab
print is preserved, though it will be reduced to some other or WIth a !ltand�r.d source of lIgh�. It may be lishment might be described as a hydropathic institu
degree. With the toning and fixing bath the color of used.for measurmg var�ous . sour.ces of light, such as tion in which these waters are employed in all th(' vari
platinum is nearly obtained. Instead of aristogen, da�ligh� out of doors WIth. lIght m a room, and for t.he ous ways common to such institutions of the highest 
para-amidophenol, pyrogallic acidh metol, and other estlmatm� of pho�ographlc exposures. That the m- class. The establishment receives from 100 to 300 
developers may be employed, if t ey are previously strument IS exceedmgly convement, compact, portable guests at a time. The diet is equal to that of the best 
rather strongly acidified. With pyrogal1ic acid the and easy to use need scarcely be stated It may also hotels and includes excellent wine ad libitum the in-
black silver modification will be obtained in place of clusive charges ranging from ten francs a day'upward. 
the brownish-red one. The administration includes a resident business mana-

S. Silvering Glass.-By aid of a quite freshly pre- ger and secretary and the resident physician, Dr. 
pared, still perfectly clear mixture of slightly acidified Barco, while the whole is under the supervision of 
pyrogaUic acid, or of para-amidophenol, aristogen, etc., Professor Queirolo. M.D., of the University of G('noa. 
with silver nitrate the silvering of glass is a matter of A more healthful, cheerful and well managed hydro-
great simplicity, provided that the surface has been pathic institution I have never found in any country, 
previously freed from the adhering gas or water atmo- ret I have never seen or heard of an Englishman stay-
!;phere by rubbing it vigorously with alcohol or ether. mg there. 
The glass surface will then be covered in a few minutes The Baths of Casciana.-These baths are reached in 
with a thin layer of tightly adhering silver. Should ahout an hour and a half either from Leghorn or from 
the thickness of layer be not sufficient, pyrogallic acid, Pisa, being half an hour's ride by train and an ,hour's 
or para-amidophenol, aristogen, etc., respectively, ride by carriage. They are thirteen and a half miles 
and then silver nitrate solution should be added alter- from Leghorn, fifteen miles from Pisa and thirty-seven 
natively. The experiment will be still more successful I miles from Florence j but as Casciana, like Lucca and 
if the glass surface is at first poured over with the con- most other baths, IS approached by a steady ascent, 
centrated alcoholic aristogen solution, as it is sold by the time in reaching it seems disproportionate to the 
the manufacturers, and then. after the excebsive liquid distance. I was led to visit Casciana, not by its gen-
has been allowed to drain, placed in a diluted aqueous eral reputation, but by particular cases I met at Capri, 
solution of silver nitrate. For the aristogen strong at Sorrento and at other places, the remarkable bene-
alcoholic solutions of other developers may be em- Fle.a fits alleged to have been received by these individuals 
ployed The silver deposit is produced within a few making me incredulous. One of these persons was a 
minutes. I sprightly German officer who had been for years pre-

The g-lass may be equally well silvered if it is at first be employed for rapidly comparing the lights in one' vioufly unable to walk owing to chronic rheumatislIl. 
moistened with an alcohohc solution of silver nitrate, or more places far apart, whICh is frequently a great A second was an Italian engineer who had been dis
and then placed in a diluted developer; for illstance, convenience. Two points alone might be urged qualified for work by neurasthenia; and another, an 
in aristogen 1 part, water 12 parts. The operation, as against the principle. The first is that Nicol prisms Italian baron, who for years had been disabled by 
a rule, must be repeated in order to obtain a sufficient- are not, as a rule, sufficiently accurate for very close nephritic calculi, etc. My incredulity was encouraged, 
ly intensive deposit. measurements. However, to make these prisms quite not only by the greatness of the alleged results in the 

In conclusion, it may be mentioned that Herr R. Ed. accurate, or at any rate sufficiently so for this purpose, I rheumatic case. but by the variety of the diseases from 
Liesegang gives the following explanation with regard is no difficult matter, as may easily be proved by tak- which the victims of them thought they had been re
,0 the action of the physical developers: Soon after ing a number of Nicol prisms at random and testing lieved After one of the most beautiful drives I have 
the pyroga11ic acid, or the para-amidophenol, metol, them. Secondly, errors are introduced due to internal ever taken I found Casciana nestled among charming 
etc., has been mixed with the silver nitrate, the silver 

I 
reflections, as well as reflections which take place at hills in the heart of rural Tuscany. The village its('lf 

is suspended in the liquid in the finest state of division. the surfaces of the prisms. These losses occur for the is not attractive. It consists now chiefly of houses 
'1'he result is not a solution as it is generally under- I Nicols in both tubes, and when the losses in each tube adapted to lodging and pen.non purposes. all subsi
!Stood, but a kind of emulsion. The portion of the are deducted from one another for any positions of diary to the staple occupation of bathing and paying, 
liquid which incloses the single particles will. however, I the Nicols, the difference will be found to be so small giving baths and subsistence and being paid. All the 
not be a ble to perfectly separate the silver molecules, as to affect, to an inappreciable extent, the result." baths are in the basement of one building, the" Sta,-
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